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Embarking On a New Way of Thinking
Restorative Justice of Northwest Wisconsin, Inc. (RJNW) was founded in July of 2004 and was
originally called Burnett County Restorative Justice. We have been funded through private
foundation grants. In December of 2005 we incorporated as a nonprofit organization so that we
would have more resources for funding available to us.
Burnett County Circuit Court Judge, the Honorable Michael Gableman, was elected in April of 2003.
He felt that victims of crime, offenders and the community would benefit greatly from Restorative
Justice and so formulated a committee of volunteers to explore the possibilities for Burnett County.
A member of the community, who has education and experience in Restorative Justice, chaired the
committee. May through August of 2003 consisted of convening key stakeholders in the county
beginning with those who work in the criminal justice system.
In the stakeholders meetings, sensitive dialogue about the status of the current paradigm of justice
took place. Discussion of the harm caused through crime, victims’ rights, opportunities for healing
from the impact of crime, as well as the rights and responsibilities for a safe habitat was discussed.
Those who work in government agencies, i.e. Health and Human Services, Law Enforcement, etc.,
were invited into the discussion. The talks progressed to other sectors of the community including
the St. Croix/Chippewa band of Wisconsin Indians. Rotary members, Chamber of Commerce
members and Church groups were invited to participate in this exploration mission. Broad-based
support for Restorative Justice began to emerge. Through advocacy of Restorative Justice, Judge
Gableman has invited the citizens of Burnett County to take ownership of safe community building
to a new level. This is true in a literal sense as well as a civic sense, because the strength of
Restorative Justice is rooted in citizen volunteerism.
In November of 2008, Burnett County saw the benefits that Restorative Justice was bringing to their
county and agreed to fund $20,000.00 to RJNW and continues to support us every year.
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Report
This report is intended to provide a summary of the past 10 years of work done by RJNW.
RJNW is continuing to build relationships with key criminal justice partners, stakeholders
and invested community members. Locally and nationally a trend is developing to use
alternatives to manage conflict and criminal behavior. This report was created to inform
and educate local community on the success, the
struggles, the impact, and the evidence achieved in
Restorative Justice of Northwest Wisconsin, Inc.
PO Box 510
Restorative Justice services.
7726 Rasmussen Street

Siren, WI 54872
This report offers only a glimpse into the operations of
RJNW. The data provided in this report is focused on the
www.RJNW.org
evidence, related to numbers and percentages. Personal
testimony and the impact on victims, survivors, and
offenders are only briefly highlighted. These stories and
715-349-2117
experiences have been the energy to help RJNW reach
4,255 individuals. This number does not include those
bcrjrd@gmail.com
who are educated thru newspaper and social media.
These services are all provided with two full time staff.
One is the Executive Director and one Program Coordinator, because of the demand of the
work both staff members must work in both job titles. In 2017 we added an office
assistance 10 hrs. a week.

What Is Restorative Justice?

re·stor·a·tive jus·tice
noun
a system of criminal justice that focuses on the
rehabilitation of offenders through reconciliation
with victims and the community at large.

Restorative justice is a philosophical
framework which has been proposed as an
alternative to the current way of thinking
about crime and criminal justice. RJ
emphasizes the ways in which crime harms
relationships in the victim and the community.

“Restorative justice gives priority to repairing the harm done to victims and communities, and
offender accountability is defined in terms of assuming responsibility and taking action to repair
harm” (Pennsylvania Juvenile Court Judges Commission).
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“Restorative justice emphasizes the importance of elevating the role of crime victims and
community members through more active involvement in the justice process, holding offenders
directly accountable to the people and communities they have violated, restoring the emotional and
material losses of victims, and providing a range of opportunities for dialogue, negotiation, and
problem solving, whenever possible, which can lead to a greater sense of community safety, social
harmony, and peace for all involved” (Mark Umbreit, U. of Minnesota).
“Authentic restorative justice is a continuum that includes underlying principles, basic tenets,
general public policies, and specific practices, programs and procedures. It is a sound,
comprehensive understanding of the relationships affected by crime that recognized that the
criminal justice system must focus on the full circle of injuries, needs and responsibilities of crime
victims, offenders, the community, and the government” (Restorative Justice Institute).
"The concept of restorative justice is..a new paradigm for doing justice that starts at the grassroots
with ordinary members of the community as well as victims and offenders. Inclusive of all whose
lives are affected by wrongdoing" (Ottawa, Ontario Church Council on Justice and Corrections).
“.. A way of dealing with victims and offenders by focusing on the settlement of conflicts arising
from crime and resolving the underlying problems which cause it. It is also, more widely, a way of
dealing with crime generally in rational problem solving way. Central to RJ is the recognition of the
community, rather than criminal justice agencies, as the prime site of crime control” (Tony
Marshall, author and researcher from Great Britain).

The table below identifies core Restorative Justice work at the intersection of
Victim/Community/Offender:
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Evaluation Evidence
Using the Wisconsin Court System Circuit Court Access Program (CCAP), RJNW analyzed
results related to recidivism, as revealed on CCAP. This evaluation does have limits
however, offenses committed outside of the state would not be available. In some instances,
data related to middle initial or date of birth were unavailable. All efforts were made to
locate RJNW participants in the CCAP system. The following highlights were found in
samples of session participants:
For participants who attended the VIP from 2006-2016 (January 2017 CCAP review of
2,102 participants).
• 95% did not have another OWI in Wisconsin (102 of 2,102)
• The recidivism rate for RJNW VIP: 4.85%

Performance Evidence/Evaluations
RJNW also looks at the evaluations given at the end of each session. We look at the degree
that people identify the risk they took, the intention to change, and the specific behavior
they will do different in the future.
Here are some of our 2016 evaluation form feedbacks:
• “Hearing her story and knowing how no one should drink and drive. How truly
devastating this is and how it affects so many people and changes lives forever.
Hearing her tell what happened and being able to feel her pain and loss!!”
• “When Bill talked, thank you for sharing your story, continue to share and change
people’s minds. You’ve changed my thinking and I was hearing as a person who
didn't need to come, I drove someone who had to. Thanks.”
The following are statements where our participants either strongly agreed or agreed:
• “Crazy, eye opening experience.”
• “I broke down and asked for forgiveness.”
• “The honesty, the emotional side, loss, sorrow, and the pain. I will never drink and
drive again!”
• “The courage to tell their stories. Seeing the sadness, loneliness, and pain was
behavior changing for me.”
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SERVICE DELIVERY
RJNW Program works diligently to provide services to all that are referred. If payment
cannot be made arrangements can be made for community service. RJNW was effective in
having 97% of those that were referred attend a session.
RJNW has never turned away anyone. It is important that those needing services are given
that opportunity no matter ability to pay for them.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Volunteers and community members are vital to the success of the RJNW program.
Community partnerships must be established to ensure funding, referrals to the programs
and volunteers. RJNW has 35 active volunteers.
The Independent Sector in Washington DC, identifies the economic impact of volunteers.
The more recent date indicated that $22.14 is the rate of economic values for a volunteer in
the United States. RJNW volunteers donated 2,323 hours in 2007-2016, providing an
economic impact of $51,431.

New Programs for New Needs

Meth Diversion (new 2017)

The Methamphetamine Diversion Program is a supervised, intensive treatment program. It is a
multidisciplinary phased program designed to provide participants treatment and education that
will hopefully lead to a drug free life and to engage those who do not have a significant use
history and criminal background. Methamphetamine use is being targeted due to the high
prevalence in our communities and the addictive nature of this drug.
No statics are available as yet as program began January 2017.
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Vision:
The vision of the BC Meth Diversion Program is to assist all participants
in the recovery process. This is done by providing a combination of
resources; AODA treatment, mental health services and other community
services to compel the participant to address their substance abuse. This
while using restorative principles. The participant has an opportunity to
repair the harm done to the community.

kNOw METH Burnett County (2016)

The kNOw METH Facebook page was launched. It keeps the
community informed on what is happening with meth both in
Burnett and surrounding counties. There are stories of success,
along with educational information about the drug itself.
There are stories of struggle, hope, and success by those who
have firsthand experienced the devastation of meth addiction.
It is a place to gather information, make connections, and foster
partnerships that can aid in the battle against meth.
Included in the kNOw METH mission:
•
•
•
•
•
•

County board proclaiming June Meth awareness month
Choose life over meth yard sign campaign
Creation “Hiding in Plain Sight” mock bedroom
Weekly PSA from community leaders and members to educate and inform.
News releases in local papers and Drydenwire electronic newspaper.
Public school education for students.
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537-METH (2016)

With meth, still being a problem, Restorative Justice of Northwest Wisconsin, Inc.
introduced a meth tip line. This tip line is now available to residents of Burnett
County. Barron County Sheriff Chris Fitzgerald has generously allowed us to use
the Barron County number of 537-METH. All Burnett county information that is
called in and reported, will be relayed to appropriate departments within the
county. This hot line number has already been used by the Burnett County
community. Meth use has no boundaries, including the county line. What is
happening in Burnett is happening in the surrounding counties. Many times law
enforcement are working together on cases that cross jurisdiction lines.

Hiding in Plain Sight Mock Bedroom (2016)

Restorative Justice has created a Hiding in Plain Sight room. This room is
an awareness program for parents. It is designed to educate them on
some of the things that they may be missing in their teens room. This room
is unique in that it is much more than just listening to a lecture. This is an
interactive exhibit for adults only. Parents are invited to come up and look
around the room. They try to identify items that could be a sign of risky
behavior. Items in the room help parents to better understand that many
seemingly ordinary items can have double meanings. The room may also
help parents identify the warning signs of drug use before it becomes an
addiction. The earlier that parents are aware, the earlier they can intervene. This can start
communication with their child and help to maintain a connection when it comes to drugs and
alcohol.
Technology and the internet are making it easier to access products that are being used by
youth to hide drugs and paraphernalia. There are over 50 items in this room that are directly
linked to drug and alcohol use. Most items were purchased on line. This room is an effort to
educate and inform parents about what is in the community. The room has been to 11 different
locations and has had over 400 visits to date.
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Safely Serving Class (2016)
Offered twice a year after alcohol compliance checks are conducted by the sheriff’s office. The
overall purpose of this program is to strengthen both the learning and responsibility of alcohol
sellers in the setting of community support and restorative outcomes. While the immediate goal
is to provide benefits to each business, the broader goal is to ensure safety and health to all of
the communities in which we live.

5th Grade Prevention (2016)

In an effort to start prevention earlier with the youth in Burnett
County RJNW is now offering an evidence based curriculum
program for 5th grade students. This program is made possible
by the Burnett County Department of Health and Human
Services and the Burnett County Board. RJNW, Burnett Law
Enforcement are partnering for this educational opportunity.
We concentrated on alcohol, tobacco, marijuana and inhalants. Those are the first and most
widely used by young people today. The program provided the youth with facts, tools, and
resources to understand the risks of methamphetamine, as well as heroin and prescription
drugs. We also focused on motivating non-use, learning to recognize pressures to use, and
developing practicing skills to resist these pressures. Each week local law enforcement was
present in the class room assisting with the lessons. This was built in to build relationships with
our youth and law enforcement. The program will be 6, 45 minute
sessions. Each week there will be information provided about a drug,
an activity for the students. At the end of the six sessions the
students will receive a bag full of goodies and have chance of winning
an iPad. During this class, there has been take home work sent with
the youth. When returned with parent signature their name is put in
the drawing.
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Current Programs
Reward/Warning program (2015)

The loss of any life in a traffic crash is tragic, but the death of a young
driver is especially distressing. Automobile crashes accounted for over
thirty-six percent of teen deaths and are the leading cause of death for
teens under 18. In the United States, 1 in 4 crashes involve someone
from 16 to 24 years old, are nearly twice as high as other age groups.
While driving distractions have the potential to cause any driver to
experience a crash, young drivers are especially susceptible to distraction while driving, and the
consequences can be deadly. Starting a new driver on a life-long career of safe driving can
have an immediate and long-term impact.
In response to the growing need to prepare teens to be safe, effective drivers, Restorative
Justice and BCPC have partnered with local law enforcement to create awareness of distracted
and dangerous driving. This was the second Reward/Warning day. On these days, local law
enforcement conducted compliance stops where the youth in the cars were given a reward (ice
cream certificate from either the Burnett County Dairy Coop or the Siren Dairy Queen) or a
verbal warning. There was a chance here to educate both the adults and the youth about the
importance of seat belts and the dangers of distracted driving. In 2015 there was a total of 305
youth contacts made and in 2016 there was 535 youth contacts. Most had their seat belts on,
and were paying attention to what was going on outside of the
vehicle. In 2015 there was 6 violations, and in 2016 there was nine
violations, all were for not wearing seatbelts. We would like to thank
all those who made these three days such a success.

Teen Driving Circle (2015)
In response to the growing need to prepare teens to be safe, effective drivers, Restorative
Justice has partnered with the Burnett County Sheriff's Office, Siren, Grantsburg, and Webster
Police Departments to establish Teen Driving Circles for youth ages 15-19. The curriculum for
teenagers used as a preventative measure to help learn safe driving habits. This program is
offered to youth that have had their first traffic violation. In place of a traffic ticket, fine, loss of
points on their driver’s license, and increase in insurance premiums, they will participate in a
driving circle.
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Operation Safe Exchange (2012)
Operation Safe Exchange assists parents and family members with the peaceful exchange of
their children at a safe place. It also establishes healthy exchange patterns which will, in the
long run, keep families safe. The program allows children to look forward to seeing their other
parent without worrying about any altercations between parents.

AODA (Alcohol and Other Drug of Abuse) Youth Educational Circles (2009)
The program is structured to be interactive and takes place in a circle meeting style. Small
group discussions center around Choice’s curriculum, with participants sharing their responses
with other peers and receiving feedback. Community members are also in the circle offering
their life experiences. A key recovery speaker from the community shares their story of their
own high risk behaviors and how it affected their life. Education, risk reduction, and changing of
behaviors are the ultimate goal of these circles. These circles are also designed for the youth to
make a connection with the community and members in it. It gives them a sense of something
larger than themselves. Often times making them realize their dangerous behavior has huge
consequences to all.

Community Service (2006)
Community Service Program is an alternative to jail placement or fines for some non-violent
offenders at the discretion of the court for both adults and juveniles. Community Service fosters
a sense of social responsibility for offenders. Participants are provided with a constructive
means to repair the harm they have caused the community. Community Service greatly reduces
the burden to the county by reducing jail expenses.
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Victim Impact Panels (2005)
Victim Impact Panels consist of a small group of victims, offenders, and secondary victims of drunk
driving tragedies who relate how their lives have been affected by the sudden loss of a loved one or
someone they harmed. At a Victim Impact Panel, OWI offenders listen to these personal stories of
the devastating effects of the decision to drink and drive. These panels are intended to change
behavior while being provided a nonjudgmental setting. Program evaluations continually point out
the importance of this program to the offenders.

Victim Offender Conferences (2005)
Victim Offender Conferences provide victims of crime the opportunity to meet with the offender
in a safe and structured setting with trained facilitators to disclose the full impact of the crime.
Victims help hold offenders accountable for their actions and help decide the best ways to
repair the harm. Families of victims and offenders also participate in this process. Most
referrals come from the circuit court, social services, or municipal court.

Data Evidence
The data provided will include an overview of session attendance and then each session
will be explained along with the referrals for the past 10 years. The data is provided to
demonstrate the capacity and achievements of those served by RJNW.
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10-year service numbers
The following table features the number of individuals served for the past 8 years.
Chart on following page.

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

2008

2007

1,345

682

237

385

291

333

176

193

292

321

14

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1,133

612

149

243

233

265

115

103

147
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151

28

43

91

11

5

4

7

9

4

3

0

0

2

0

6

5

10

7

9

2

0

0

1

1

4

0

5

10

11

Community
Service

42

41

44

45

45

53

52

68

119

60

Operation Safe
Exchange

1

1

1

3

1

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Total for the
YEAR
By session
Safety Serving
Burnett
Victim Impact
Panel and in
Schools
AODA Youth
Circles/ Schools
Victim Offender
Conference
Youth
Educational

Shoplifting

RJNW sessions include staff and volunteers attending to the following:
• Setting up session material, booklets, plates, forms, markers.
• Scheduling participants, mailing reminder letters and making reminder calls to
participants.
• Training and scheduling of community volunteers.
• Preparation and support of key recovery speakers.
• Making deposits or monitoring payment arrangements.
• Verification with partner/referral agencies.
• Documenting the session participants in the RJNW database.
• Data entry of evaluation form input.
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Programs

VIP (Victim Impact Panel)
Victim Impact Panels address the public health concern of impaired driving. Those that are
required to be at the session by court order are given a PBT (preliminary breath test) as
part of the registration process. The audience is briefed in Restorative Justice and asked to
listen with an open mind. One or two people tell their story in relation to the impact of
impaired driving on their lives.
Victim Impact Panels were first offered in 2006. These sessions are held in both Siren and
Balsam Lake. RJNW has partnered with Burnett and Polk counties to include VIP’s in the
Driver Safety Plan. Completion of a Driver Safety Plan requirement restores driving
privileges after impaired driving conviction.
The following evaluations were done in January 2017.
Here are some of the results of our review of CCAP data:

Recidivism for RJNW Participants (Victim Impact Panel)
Recidivism for RJNW Participants (Victim Impact Panel)
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233

243
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115
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7

5
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4
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6

5
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6

7

4

7

5
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Participants have been referred by the following agencies:
Victim Impact Panel- VIP
RJNW AODA

Polk County HHS

Aurora Community Counseling
Webster Municipal Court

Douglas County Treatment
Attorneys

Burnett County Circuit Court
Public School

IDIP Program
Other County and State Assessment Centers

AODA Youth Educational Circles
AODA panels are often a more appropriate approach to providing education to our youth.
Those included in these panels are youth from 13-20. To utilize ‘evidence based’
programming RJNW staff use CHOICES. This includes the Choices Company material,
motivational interviewing and harm-reduction models. The material is delivered one on
one or in a circle format.

Participants have been referred by the following agencies:
Public Schools
Burnett County Circuit Court
Burnett County Health & Human Services
Webster Municipal Court
Polk County Wisconsin
Attorneys
Amery Municipal Court
Osceola Municipal Court
Burnett County Probation
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Recidivism for RJNW Participants (AODA)

Recidivism for RJNW Participants (AODA)
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Community Service Program
A significant need is present in Burnett County to make positive use of the time and
resources of the current labor pool currently in the Burnett County jail. Of the
approximately 65 inmates, roughly 20 would be available to work for charitable
organizations and low-income community, elderly who are not physically able to perform
various tasks such as lawn care and snow removal. When the Burnett County court has
coordinated such labor & service with the jail and various municipalities with great
success, the program can only be sustained by an ongoing systematic approved to its
organization. The goal would be that once success is demonstrated; other entities would be
approved for continued funding. Community Service hours and value to date is a whopping
54,686 hours with a value of $437,493 saved to the community.
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Board of Directors
The board of directors for RJNW has been crucial to the development and success.
2017 Board of Directors
Chair
Vice-Chair
Treasurer

Ken Kutz
Joe Wacek
Brian Sears

Secretary
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member

Chris Sybers
Kayla Woody
Gordy Lewis
Bridget Getts
Chris Lyman
Ron Wilhelm
Bill Johnson
Kellie Blechinger

Circuit Court Judge
Director of DSI
Director of Building School/
Municipal Judge
Siren Police Chief
Law Enforcement
Healthcare Administrator
Webster Police Officer
Community Member/Pastor
Burnett Sheriff
Retired Criminal Investigator
Department of Corrections

Founding Board Members (2005)
Michael Gableman
Dave Walters
Dave McGrane
Nancy Bergman

Pat Duncan
Jim Hunter
Joyce Glover
Lance Horozewski

Major Grants
RJNW has relied heavily on foundations for funding. The Otto Bremer Foundation has provided
nearly a quarter million dollars in support since 2006. Burnett County consistently supports
RJNW annually. These funders have allowed RJNW to keep growing and expand our programs.
Support ranging from $500 to $5,000 dollars has been provided consistently by St. Croix Valley
United Way, Us BanCorp, Local Lion’s Clubs, Rotary, Polk Burnett Operation Round up, St. Croix
Casino, Local Church’s, Tollander Foundation, Individuals, Burnett County Drug and Alcohol
Court, Health and Human Services, Townships and Villages.
RJNW has an annual dinner/silent auction fundraiser in October along with a quilt raffles.
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